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Frank Ahern’s heroic Hawker Hurricane roars to life! Below
is Doug Spinney’s Armour Models resin 1/35 scale Skoda
RSO, a.k.a. Radschlepper Ost, a.k.a. Porche 175.
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Prez Sez…… By Dan Contento
As the pandemic seems to be increasing we were considering
returning to live meetings. The majority of the members that
responded would not be attending, so we will continue with
the zoom meetings for now. As things may improve we can
ask again. Sorry the vote was not close enough to trigger a
recount.
Our next meeting will include Doug giving us some instruction on creating our
individual Flickr accounts, that can be accessed through our website or directly by
individual. You can upload your own pictures online.
Anyone with ideas about what we can do to improve the meetings or maybe get the
whole club involved with a theme or maybe a group project, please forward them to
me or Frank and we will bring it up to the group.

November Meeting – IPMS Gators –
Look for a zoom address from Frank Ahern.

Frank Ahern’s article highlights Douglas Bader and his
accomplishments as an RAF pilot. He was successful despite
being a double leg amputee. He wrote a book about his
experiences entitled “Reach for the Sky.”
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The movie based upon the book starred British actor Kenneth
More. What other WWII movie did Kenneth More star in? See
page 19 for details.
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Minutes of the Club Meeting from Tuesday,
October 20, 2020
President Dan Contento called the meeting to order at 6:45. There were a
total of 14 members involved in the meeting.

There was a discussion of the possibility of having a live meeting in November at Oak Hall school if
permission from the school is received. A survey of those in attendance showed that 6 would attend a
live meeting. An option to participate in the meeting by Zoom has also been requested and Mike
Martinez has responded that the school has the ability to allow Zoom participants to attend a live
meeting. A survey will be sent to the whole club asking members if they are interested in attending a
live meeting at this time. A decision on the meeting will be announced to the club in early November.
Contento also said that the current board of directors has agreed to continue to serve until next year
when meeting restrictions are lifted.
Bill Winter reported that club dues for the upcoming year have been received from a good number of
club members and he encouraged those who have not yet paid to send him a check before the next
meeting. He added that proceeds from Frank Ahern's silent auction and the sale of kits from Dan
Contento's stash have increased the club treasury quite a bit. Winter said he is planning to hold a
silent auction of surplus kits in his collection in November. A list of items will be sent to the club in a
few days.
Several questions were raised about the upcoming sale of items in the estate of former Ocala club
president Joe Caputo. The sale will take place on Saturday, November 7 at his home in Ocala
beginning at 11 AM (5 Teakway Dr., Ocala, Fl 34472). His estate includes a large number of unbuilt kits
(200-300), paints, tools, and built models. No slot cars or diecast pieces will be available at the sale.
Mark Box advised members interested to bring small bills and bags to hold items purchased. Any
further information received about the sale will be forwarded to the club.
Ed Ingersoll said he was sent a message regarding club sponsorship of an awards category for the 2021
IPMS Nationals in Las Vegas, but he decided to wait and see if the show will go forward as planned. A
question was also raised about the possibility of a Christmas party this year, but the consensus of the
group is that the party will not take place due to restrictions caused by the coronavirus.
Finally, club members were given the opportunity to show models they have built recently, or projects
they are working on currently.
The meeting adjourned at 7:55.
Frank Ahern - Club secretary
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Live Meetings Discussion by IPMS Gators Offices & Members
Sent to club members on 11-3-2020 - Hello all...The club directors want to know the
current attitude of the members about having a live meeting on November 17th at
Oak Hall school. We have been given permission by the school to use our old meeting
space in the library. Mike Martinez has also assured us that we can offer a Zoom
component for those who are not ready to attend a live meeting.
Mike says the school policy requires that those who do attend will have their
temperature taken, must wear a mask, and socially distance during the meeting. All
surfaces in the room will be wiped down before and after the meeting. He also said
that if you are experiencing flu-like symptoms please stay home.
The incentive to attend would be the chance to have a real model contest of your
best work during the pandemic.
Let me know if you would or would not attend a live meeting this month, and if not,
what will be the key factor in deciding to return in the future.
Sent to club members on 11-10-2020 - Thank you to those who responded to the
survey on the subject of resuming live meetings. The results indicate that a clear
majority of the respondents are not ready to attend a live meeting at this time. The
Board of Directors is also unanimous in supporting this decision. Our own medical
advisor, Dr. Bill Winter recommends that we wait until a vaccine is available and some
time - 2 or 3 months - passes to give everyone a chance to get immunized before we
attempt to go live again. We know this is disappointing to all of us who want to get
back to normal, but the recent surge of covid cases makes it irresponsible to gather
until it is reasonably safe to do so.
Thankfully we have an option for a virtual meeting via Zoom and we will continue to
provide that until we can meet again. The link for next Tuesday's meeting is below.
Hope you will be able to join us then.
Frank Ahern
Club secretary
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‘Bader’
By Frank Ahern
Of all of the improbable and
sometimes outrageous stories
of WW2 aces, none can top
the legend of the “legless”
ace - Douglas Bader. It was
perhaps the clearest indicator
of the desperation felt by the
RAF in the Battle of Britain
that they would allow a double amputee to fly in combat. The most
remarkable thing is that Bader would become one of the leading British
aces and come to symbolize the fighting spirit of the “few” that Churchill
honored in his speech.
As a young man Bader exhibited many of the
traits associated with those who would
become top fighter pilots. He was an outstanding athlete with a strong competitive
streak, rebellious and often in trouble. As a
pilot he was described as a ‘daredevil’ and
it was on a dare, while training for an
airshow, that he crashed, was rushed to the
hospital and had both legs amputated. His
log entry for that day was a classic of British
understatement:
…Crashed slow-rolling near ground. Bad show.

Fitted with prosthetic legs, Bader was determined to fly again, and he did, but the
pre-war RAF was unimpressed. (see below) When it became clear that war was
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imminent, Bader, with backing from a high-ranking friend, got another shot and was
cleared to fly in combat. His kill totals quickly rose and the legend of the ‘ace with no
legs’ grew.

Some claimed that his having no legs was actually an advantage, because he was less
likely to black out during high-G maneuvers due to limited blood circulation. Whatever
the reason it became obvious that he was an outstanding fighter pilot and he gained the
respect of the Luftwaffe and its leading pilot Adolf Galland.
In August 1942 Bader was shot down over France during a chaotic dogfight. Later
investigation showed that it was likely that he was downed by friendly fire.

He was received by the German high command with great respect. They even made
arrangements to have the RAF airdrop a replacement leg since one of his legs was lost in
the crash.
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This didn’t stop Bader from trying to escape and resulted in him being sent to
Colditz Castle, (Colditz Castle, below) the Nazi’s escape-proof prison, where he sat
out the rest of the war.

After the war he extended similar courtesies to Luftwaffe officers and he and Galland
(photo below) made joint appearances at many post-war conferences.

His book “Reach for the Sky” was made into a popular film (photo below) in England
and cemented his status as one of the icons of British military history.
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My build of Bader’s Hurricane was typical of my
experiences with the new Airfix kits. Everything fit
beautifully and looked right, so I’ll focus on how
I paint the RAF’s early war 3-color camouflage scheme.

It starts with a coat of white primer (photo below).
The British scheme uses dark colors, so I use white
primer to keep the overall look from getting too dark.

The next layer (photo below) is the underneath color, which the Brits called Sky.
It’s really a light green with a touch of grey. At this point I seal the whole surface
with a coat of Future to prevent paint lifting through all of the masking that will
follow.
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It begins with masking the underside of the fuselage before painting the Dark
Green on all upper surfaces (photo below). Again, I spray a light coat of Future to
keep the underlayer down when we get to the crucial final layer.

On past models I have cut my own camouflage masks and it has worked pretty
well. I used Black Magic vinyl masking material, but my supply was gone so I
bought a set of pre-cut tape masks from Eduard, which

made this step simple. The final layer is Earth Brown over the top of the Dark
Green. I always take the time to seal the edges of the masks with a stylus (see
below) to help prevent the dreaded leaking that occurs when the mask isn’t down
tight.
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My favorite part is the “Big Reveal” as you carefully unpeel the mask and see the
camo pattern underneath. Now it’s ready for a final coat of Future in preparation
for decals and weathering. Another Airplane of the Aces is ready for flight.

Notes on the Hawker Hurricane
The Hawker Hurricane is a British single-seat fighter aircraft of the 1930s–40s that was designed
and predominantly built by Hawker Aircraft Ltd. for service with the Royal Air Force (RAF). It was
overshadowed in the public consciousness by the Supermarine Spitfire's role during the Battle of
Britain in 1940, but the Hurricane inflicted 60 per cent of the losses sustained by the Luftwaffe in
the engagement, and fought in all the major theatres of the Second World War.
From: Wikipedia.
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News from Doug Spinney
Doug built the Armour Models resin 1/35 scale Skoda RSO, a.k.a. Radschlepper Ost, a.k.a.
Porche 175. He painted his model with Tamiya Light Grey and added Tamiya Dark Grey
highlights. The weathering is a mixture of Vallejo Thick Mud and Pigments. The diorama base
is the Miniart Country Road..
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News from Doug Spinney
The Skoda RSO was a German heavy 4WD military tractor used during World Was II. It was designed
by Ferdinand Porsche in 1941 and produced by Skoda in Mlada Boleslav. It was powered by an air
cooled, inline four petrol engine and fuel consumption was measured in gallons per mile, not miles per
gallon. It did well in mud and snow but was impossible to steer on hard surfaces. Only 206 were
produced and none are known to have survived the war. The strange looking back bumper would drop
down and was used to destroy the timbers on railroad tracks.
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Hollywood Heroes

By Frank Ahern
This continuing feature is designed to showcase the often-unpublicized military
service of many of the entertainment icons of the previous generation who served
their country without complaint or protest.

George Kennedy
Even though he served in the Army 16 years and saw combat in the Battle of the Bulge, George
Kennedy apparently never released any photos of himself in uniform, but I wanted to honor his
service anyway. The photo of him playing General Patton (left below) in the movie Brass Target
was the closest I could come to a military photo. Ironically he served under Patton in WW2. After
the war he re-enlisted and became involved in Armed Forces Radio and TV, attaining the rank of
Captain. In that role he served as a technical advisor and sometimes extra to the late 50’s sitcom
Sgt.Bilko (photo right below), which inspired him to try his hand at acting.

_
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George Kennedy
Kennedy’s film career started with small
parts but got a major boost from his role as
Dragline, Paul Newman’s nemesis in Cool
Hand Luke (a favorite of mine) which won
him an Oscar for Best Supporting Actor.

Bigger roles followed, including the disaster
epic Airport and its 3 sequels.
He also got a chance to show his talent for
comedy in the Naked Gun series with Leslie
Nielsen. In all he appeared in more than 100
films and TV shows. He died in 2016
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News from Clarence Snyder
I'm building this replica that I started this morning for a man. I am now painting the hood.

I may finish the model before he finishes the car. This body didn't have scoops on the side; I had to
cut them in.
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Odds and Ends from Members and Friends
From Jack Mugan – Almost done!

Historic help from Bruce “Tiger Cub” Doyle - Looks
terrific! A few points. This wouldn't be a bust of an
A.V.G. (American Volunteer Group) Flying Tiger pilot.
The CBI patch and Air Force patch are post-AVG.
(September, 1941 - July 4, 1942.)
China Air Task Force (CATF) started on July 4, 1942
until the 14th Air Force was created in March, 1943.
Many 14th AF called themselves "Flying Tigers"
much to the consternation and anger of original
'AVG - esus' veterans (term from Ed Rector.) R.T. Smith (famous #77) wrote a scathing article in Air
Classics back in the day denouncing the 14th AF interlopers (my reaction: "Can't we all just get along?)
Also the 14th AF patch should have a "flying tiger" motif - this is what led to the blurring of lines
between the two groups, and more importantly because Chennault was the commander of both outfits
(his daughter taught / teaches at UF.) I had a foot in both camps so it pained me to see the animosity
between then. The Back Flag (term used in the CBI, not blood chit which I believe is British) looks great,
16
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From Jack Mugan….. Finished.

From Bruce Doyle …. For ODDS & ENDS. Without seeing
Jack's fantastic pilot figure up close I have made an
educated guess. To quote Chief Dan George in the movie
"Little Big Man:" "I've prayed on it, I've slept on it, and
I've smoked on it and my ruling is its a fighter pilot in the
Headquarters of the 23rd Fighter Group, China Air Task
Force (CATF, precursor of the 14th A.F.) sometime in late
1942 or early 1943. Usually - but I hasten to add not
always - headquarter personnel wore the group patch on
their flight jackets while the squadron pilots wore the
squadron patches on their jackets (74th, 75th, and 76th
FS's early on followed in June, 1944 with 118th Tactical
Recon Squadron.) The reason I think its probably 1943 is
the generic USAAF shoulder patch. When the 14th AF was
formed in March, 1943 they adopted the "Flying Tiger"
motif we all are familiar with. Of special note: according
to the American Fighter Aces Association the 23rd FG was
the fifth highest scoring fighter group in the entire USAAF
with 575.5 confirmed kills. Not bad for an outfit in a
forgotten theater, and at the very end of the logistical
pipeline. They were simply among the very best, and its
great to see them depicted with such an outstanding
model figure.
Moody Air Force Base > About Us > Units > 23d Wing > 23d Fighter Group
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A__images.app.goo.gl_Mh7QszBY5ryDikpD9&d=DwIFAg&c=sJ6xIWYxzLMB3EPkvcnVg&r=jzlfSSorEPNo37OXhPxyKgCet5y6tQ2EZ0WULQcGYH4&m=2bEsCgLl
pelIPe6YtK4U52VAc34VcG94qrZ4AxJV_0&s=TGxdcYhh3S5QvV3j4Qjr3gjkcviEhT_rUVB0E1g60qo&e=
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Odds and Ends from Members and Friends
From Jack Mugan – WIP:
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Odds and Ends from Members and Friends
From Bill W – If you want to learn how to take iPhone photos and transfer them to your computer to
share during a zoom meeting, please contact me. We can set up a zoom session.
From Bruce Doyle on 11-9-2020: The Sun was incorrect (shocking) this morning in its “This Date in
History” piece that today in 1962 "Bob" White reached Mach 6 in the X-15. Wrong.
It was the flight and the nearly tragic landing accident that caused spinal injuries to test pilot "Jack"
McKay that occurred this day, which came close to ending McKay's flying career. Just to set the record
straight.
https://www.thisdayinaviation.com/9-november-1962/

Kenneth More – More starred in “Sink the Bismarck.”

Adapted from Wikipedia: Sink the
Bismarck! is a 1960 black-and-white CinemaScope British war film based on the 1959 book The Last
Nine Days of the Bismarck by C. S. Forester. It stars Kenneth More and Dana Wynter and was directed
by Lewis Gilbert. To date, it is the only film made that deals directly with the operations, chase and
sinking of the battleship Bismarck by the Royal Navy during the Second World War. Although war films
were common in the 1960s, Sink the Bismarck! was seen as something of an anomaly, with much of its
time devoted to the "unsung back-room planners as much as on the combatants themselves". Its
historical accuracy, in particular, met with much praise despite a number of inconsistencies.
The man assigned to coordinate the hunt is the Admiralty's chief of operations, Captain Jonathan
Shepard (Kenneth More), who has been distraught over the death of his wife in an air raid and the
sinking of his ship by a German cruiser, commanded by Fleet Admiral Günther Lütjens (Karel Štěpánek).
Shepard is not a historical figure and was created for the sake of the story.

Upon receiving his new post, Shepard discovers Lütjens is the fleet commander on Bismarck. Shepard's
experience of conflict with Nazi Germany's Kriegsmarine and his understanding of Lütjens allow him to
predict Bismarck's movements. Shepard acts coldly to his staff but comes increasingly to rely on the
coolness and skill of his assistant, WRNS Second Officer Anne Davis (Dana Wynter).
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GATORS’ AUCTION
The rules of the auction are as follows:
1. Auction items should be confined to model kits or modeling-related items.
2. Kits should be complete and un-built unless otherwise specified.
3. Other items should be in new or like-new condition.
4. The seller should send via email a list of auction items to Frank Ahern for posting at least 2
weeks before the next club meeting.
5. All bids should be sent to Frank via email. Bids should be in whole dollar amounts.
Bids under minimum bid amount will not be counted.
6. Frank will post a list of the high bids 1 week prior to the next meeting.
7. An update on high bids will be sent the day before the meeting.
8. Bidding will close at noon the day of the meeting. In case of a tie, the earliest bid
wins.
9. Winners will be announced at the meeting
10. All proceeds of the auction will be sent to the Treasurer by check. Details of delivery of
items will be worked out between seller and buyer.

--------------------------------------------------------- Ꙩ ---------------------------------------------------------

IPMS Gators Dues
Club dues remain at $20.00 / year. Dues cover the period from November through October. All
members are expected to renew by November of 2020 for the 2020-2021 year. We use these fees to
pay for our club IPMS/USA membership ($30/year) that provides insurance for our meetings. At Oak
Hall (when we meet there) we are charged $100/month. To conduct zoom meetings while we can’t
meet in person, there is a ~$15/month zoom charge. It has been suggested that we provide a “zoom”
meeting “feed” even when we return to in-person meetings for those members who may not be able
to attend in person. Any trophies or plaques that we purchase, we purchase from the club treasury.
The treasury also helps with the costs of some food for the live auctions. It is highly recommended
that all IPMS Gators members also hold membership in the national IPMS organization. Towards the
end of this newsletter, there is information about becoming an IPMS member. Since we are not
physically meeting at this time, please send your $20 membership check addressed to:
William E. Winter
10724 SW 10th Terrace
Micanopy, FL 32667
Do NOT make the check out to IPMS Gators (MAKE THE CHECK OUT TO “William Winter”). Please let
me know if you have questions. Thx. – Bill
The Club would like to THANK the following members for paying their dues:
Jack Mugan
Bob Lundeen
Clarence Synder

Mike Martinez
Errol Whisler
Frank Ahern

Doug Spinney Ken Wilson
Bill Winter
Mike Redmond
Ed Ingersoll …

Don Martin
Tony Ivone

(If you have paid your dues and you are not listed, I apologize .. Please contact me so I can correct this)
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Frank Ahern, – Secretary –ahernf@gmail.com
Home: (352) 375-3723; Cell: (352) 226-6785
If you have a modeling tip you would like to share with your fellow modelers, please send us a
copy so we can put it in the newsletter. We need articles for the Newsletter and the Web Site!
If you just opened up that new kit and want to give a box or build review, write it up and
we’ll put it in the newsletter and put it on the Web Site. Just read a good book, tell us
about it! Got a great tip, share it with your fellow club members. This is your Newsletter
and your Web Site and they’re only going to be as good as YOU make them so contribute something to
the cause. Don’t be afraid to ask for assistance if you have something you want to share, we’ll be happy
to assist you in making it happen!
Don’t forget to support your local hobby shop.
Rob’s Hobby World
Rob Stevely: Proprietor 8585 SW Hwy 200 unit 14
Ocala, FL 34474 www.robshobbyworld@MSN.com
Mon.-Fri.: 10 AM to 5:30PM; Sat.: 9AM to 4PM; Sun: Close
Please check out WWW.IPMSUSA.ORG for the latest information from IPMS National Headquarters
and for information about joining IPMS.

Please use one of the links below or go to the IPMS Membership page for more information about
joining IPMS USA.
http://www.ipmsusa3.org/uploads/ipms_application_form_2016.pdf
http://www.shopipmsusa.org/product-p/adult-membership.htm
http://www.shopipmsusa.org/product-p/family-membership.htm
Frank Ahern, – Secretary – Newsletter Editor ahernf@gmail.com
Home: (352) 375-3723; Cell: (352) 226-6785

UPCOMING EVENTS
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It is of great
importance, both
at the local level
(IPMS Gators) and
at the national
level. The Club
officers strongly
recommend joining
IPMS as an
individual which
provides six yearly
issues of the IPMS
Journal (which is
better than ever)
and the
opportunity to
participate at the
IPMS National
Convention .

MODELERS
IPMS Membership

A copy of the
membership
application is on
the right or
available at the
IPMS / USA website
address,
www.ipmsusa.org.
Complete the form
and return it to the
address listed at
the bottom of the
form along with
your method of
payment.

For folks renewing on-line: http://www.shopipmsusa.org/category-s/100.htm
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Wild Paint(s) … by Jack Mugan
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